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Investigating Influential Users’ Responses to Permanent
Suspension on Social Media
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Social media platforms use permanent suspension as a measure of last resort to intervene with users who
spread harmful or misleading content. However, permanent suspension does not signify the end of a user’s
online presence, but rather on that specific platform. This issue is particularly salient for influential users with
large audiences, as they have the potential to cause substantial shifts in the overall social media information
landscape when suspended. Our work employs a mixed methods approach to study the context around, and
behavioral patterns after, permanent suspension.We find that migration is a common step after suspension, and
characterize a number of behavioral strategies and patterns that occur after influential users are suspended. By
focusing on consequences of suspension across more holistically, we have identified numerous opportunities
for design and future research to mitigate the potential negative effects of permanent suspensions on the
broader social media information landscape.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social media applications serve as a “platform” for user engagement, expression, and social con-
nection [46]. However, problematic conduct on social media, such as hate speech, misinformation,
and harassment, has proven to be a significant issue [3, 82, 130]. Given the popularity of social
media platforms and the various stakeholder goals associated with them, policing and enforcing
what content and behavior is allowed has become a necessary part of large-scale social media
systems. To protect users and groups from adversaries and to remove offensive, disturbing, or
illegal content and content creators, platforms are left needing to moderate content [8, 46, 133].
Content moderation, broadly, refers to a series of sociotechnical procedures used by platforms
to establish boundaries between what is acceptable and what is not (e.g., community guidelines
and terms of service), detection approaches to identify unacceptable content (e.g., collective flag-
ging and detection algorithms), and enforcement measures on that content or its creators (e.g.,
suspension and shadow banning) [49, 85, 106]. How platforms respond to violations of their rules
and regulations varies widely, from deleting individual posts to permanently suspending a user’s
account [60, 85, 101]. Permanent suspension is typically the most severe form of enforcement that
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platforms impose on users, resulting in a user losing access to all account data, including profiles,
posts, and social networks [20, 61, 70]. Through one lens, permanent suspension is the response
of a platform to users (influential or not) who unduly shape the information landscape on the
platform.

Our research focuses on influential social media users, characterized by their extensive follower
base and significant content generation. Remarkably, a significant fraction of permanently sus-
pended users belong to this influential bracket [60, 101]. Unlike typical users, these individuals
possess an amplified potential to sway their followers, which can result in unbalanced negative
repercussions, such as the spread of misinformation or inappropriate content. In specific cases,
permanently suspending influential users seeks to hinder the swift and widespread spread of
harmful content [132, 136]. The situation of Alex Jones, a prominent user across various social
media platforms and the Infowars creator, serves as a prime example. Notorious for spreading false
information and endorsing conspiracy theories, Jones and his platform significantly influenced
their substantial YouTube followership, thereby exacerbating misinformation-related harm. In light
of these events, YouTube suspended Jones’s account permanently as part of its comprehensive
approach towards addressing misinformation and hate speech [25]. This highlights the role of
permanent suspension as a tool employed by platforms to handle users, influential or otherwise,
who adversely affect the information landscape.

Importantly, however, permanent suspension does not mark the end of a user’s presence on
social media, only the end on one platform. Permanent suspension, unlike content removal that
lets users remain active, introduces unique challenges as it may drive users, particularly influential
ones, to explore alternate online venues. Prior research has investigated the implications of such
moves on other platforms and the communities where banned users might relocate. For example,
Horta Ribeiro et al. [55] illustrated that communities formed post-ban may face enhanced toxicity
and radicalization. Similarly, Ali et al. [5] found that users expelled from one platform often display
increased activity and toxicity on alternative platforms. These studies underscore the complex
ramifications of permanent suspension.

Examining user behavior, whether influential or not, across diverse social media platforms aligns
with research on social media ecology. This research mainly examines how individuals shift their
content and engagement across platforms based on audience, platform features, and their perception
of these spaces [33]. This field suggests that users continuously modify their social media ecology,
altering behaviors and platform preferences according to their objectives and priorities. If users
perceive their current social media environment as less rewarding or convenient, they may modify
behaviors on their initial platform or explore new platforms [89, 140]. Permanent suspension could
destabilize a user’s social media ecology, prompting them to reevaluate their setup [140]. However,
how permanent suspension influences users’ social media ecosystems and the tactics suspended
users employ to maintain their online presence remains unclear.

The consequences of suspending influential users from a platform are both (a) not fully understood
and (b) potentially harmful due to influential users’ large audiences and unique weight on the
information landscape. Therefore, their absence can lead to unexpected outcomes. This becomes
particularly significant in the era of data-driven technologies that heavily lean on user-generated
content from these platforms for various applications [17, 40, 97, 98, 129]. Currently, many social
media platforms are grappling with the ethical implications of their vast troves of user-generated
content. These platforms are now reconsidering their content sharing policies, which has been
evidenced by actions like restricting API access for various reasons, including commercial [57]. The
ripple effect of these actions can influence many sectors, including tech companies that harness
social media content. While it is understood that suspending influential users can be an approach
to curtail the spread of toxicity or misinformation, the broader implications on the digital content
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ecosystem remain uncertain. For instance, some tech tools have had to employ human moderators
to filter out harmful output, a portion of which may have roots in social media content [94, 128].
The overarching concern here is that while platforms might succeed in creating a temporary
information void by suspending users, the long-term effects on the content landscape, especially
with tools that use this data, remain a subject of inquiry.

Given the potential for outsize consequences across the social media landscape, our work here
seeks to develop a rich understanding of what happens when influential users are permanently
suspended, as well as what consequences this has for the broader social media information landscape.
Specifically, we pose the following three primary research questions:
RQ1: How do influential users react to permanent suspension, and what changes emerge in their

social media ecology?
RQ2: How significantly does permanent suspension trigger influential usersmigration to alternative

social media platforms and what discernible patterns characterize such migrations?
RQ3: How can insights from the social media ecology dynamics of suspended influential users

inform the development of more effective moderation strategies to curb the proliferation of
harmful content?

To tackle these research questions, we employ a mixed-methods approach to deeply investigate
influential users’ responses following permanent suspension. We first conduct a qualitative thematic
analysis to understand the contextual reasons for, and influential users’ reactions to, permanent
suspension, drawing inspiration from the public health methods used by Lin et al. [73] which rely
on news articles as a way of understanding relatively rare events. We further augment our thematic
analysis through a "natural experiment" of permanently suspended influential users, examining how
their behavior changes across platforms after suspension, in comparison to similar non-suspended
users. By combining these two analytical approaches, our work makes five primary contributions:

• First, we demonstrate that how platforms communicate the reasoning behind suspension is a
significant factor influencing suspended influential users’ subsequent behavior. Our results
indicate that when the rationale for suspension is unclear, there is a risk that suspended users
and the public may develop false narratives about the reasons. We found that it is more likely
that suspended users will attempt to return to the same platform under these circumstances.
Based on these findings, we offer several research and design recommendations for effectively
communicating suspension reasons to mitigate these risks.

• Second, our research reveals that migration to a different social media platform is a common
response among influential users who have faced permanent suspension. This finding aligns
with previous studies on social media migration and the dynamics of social media ecology
[5, 60, 140]. It suggests that the separation between platforms can serve as both a hurdle
for individuals seeking to rebuild their social media presence and a barrier against the
proliferation of harmful content. While mainstream social media platforms are often the
destination of choice for these influential users, we observe an increasing trend towards
alternative platforms over time.

• Third, we show that raising the cost of migrationmay be an effective way to prevent the spread
of problematic content. Influential users migrate between social media platforms with the
intention of preserving their social media ecology — reaching the most relevant audiences and
maintaining their self-presentation. However, that process of migration, including migrating
data, rebuilding social networks, and potentially rebranding oneself, can be costly and may
deter users from moving to other platforms.

• We identify four archetypal migration modes, and characterize their contexts and uses, which
reflect the objectives and traits of influential user migration. Developing an understanding
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of migration modes can help minimize the risks associated with influential users influence
on the information landscape, and can lay the groundwork for future research to identify
influential users who have migrated to different platforms.

• Finally, we develop a series of design recommendations, like enhancing the clarity of suspen-
sion notifications and minimizing the negative consequences of cross-platform migration.
Notably, we propose the exploration of cross-platform content moderation strategies to
effectively address the challenges posed by influential users who have been suspended and
subsequently migrate to other platforms.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work here is contextualized within, and builds upon, three bodies of prior work. Namely:
research on content moderation processes, permanent suspension as a technique more specifically,
and research exploring and characterizing users’ social media ecologies. By examining the inter-
section of these three fields, our work here builds on and extends these bodies of prior work and
develops a deeper understanding of the consequences of permanent suspension.

2.1 The process of moderation
Social media content moderation involves a series of procedures to ensure that content and be-
havior within a community or platform adhere to community guidelines. Various aspects of how
companies enact content moderation include a combination of policies, community rules, detection
methodologies, and enforcement. Platform policies (often termed “community guidelines”) are
shaped by companies’ values, users’ values, and laws that platforms are held to. Detecting infrac-
tions of these policies occurs in a variety of ways as well, including through community volunteer
moderators, paid employees or contractors serving as moderators, and algorithmic recognition
systems, among others. Once a user or piece of content has been deemed in violation of the policies,
enforcement happens through a number of methods, including content removal, temporary account
suspension, and permanent account suspension.

2.1.1 Community guidelines. The community guidelines clearly outline the types of content that
are not permitted on the platform. The terms and criteria used by platforms for content moderation
are often precise, if somewhat ambiguous, providing operational definitions for prohibited content
categories and examples of acceptable and unacceptable content [85, 113, 125]. This broadness of
criteria and examples is intended to help platforms navigate the tension between creating global
standards for a diverse user base while also adhering to the conventions and values of the various
local markets in which they operate. However, this can lead to a lack of precision in the definitions
provided, which platforms argue is necessary to effectively address potential rule violations by
users [7]. Community guidelines for mainstream social media platforms are often similar, despite
platform differences, as they typically provide an overarching vision for the type of discourse the
platform aims to promote. This may be due to the fact that these platforms rely on user-generated
content and play a significant role in shaping public discourse, thus requiring the implementation of
rules that protect the user experience and uphold the integrity of public discourse. These platforms
often consult each other when dealing with similar forms of harmful content and behavior, drawing
upon a long history of speech management for guidance on when to intervene [46]. The community
guidelines are not intended as a guide for moderating content, but rather as a definition of the
community’s desired state. Moderation policies serve as a reflection of the platform’s ideals, as well
as the friction that arises between platform values, user experience, and public discourse [46].
The written community guidelines, while providing a clear framework for prohibited content,

do not fully encompass the complexities of content moderation in practice [58]. The distinction
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between acceptable and inappropriate content can be challenging to make, and categorical terms
such as “sexually explicit” or “vulgar or filthy” only serve to complicate the matter further. The
subjectivity of determining offensive content, coupled with the limitations of written explanations,
only risks creating more ambiguous lines that must be constantly evaluated and monitored [46].
This is further compounded by the complexity of the enforcement process, which is often marred
by errors, exaggerated responses, and biases [46, 106]. The gray areas, or boundaries, of content
moderation present the greatest challenges.

2.1.2 Detection approaches. The task of moderating content on social media platforms is a complex
and challenging one, characterized by the large scale and diversity of users, the vast amount of
content, and the rapid pace of its dissemination. These characteristics set social media apart from
traditional media, and require different approaches to moderation. Social media platforms must
navigate a variety of cultural, national, and ideological groups, all with different motivations and
goals. In light of this complexity, Grimmelmann [49] gave a taxonomy of the many methods for
performing content moderation, including centralized and decentralized approaches, manual and
automatic methods, ex post and ex ante moderation, and transparent and secret methods. He also
mentioned community features that can influence moderating strategies, such as infrastructure
capability, user community size, ownership distribution, and participant identity (not anonymity).
In addition to the above taxonomy, most researchers have divided content moderation imple-

mented by platforms into three categories: editorial review, automatic detection and community
flagging [46, 106]. One common approach to moderation is platform editorial review, which is
similar to traditional media’s handling of offensive content. Some platforms also employ automatic
detection software to flag potentially harmful content for human review. Recent research has
focused on developing algorithms to automatically detect and remove harmful content at scale
[12, 18, 50, 72, 88]. Another approach is community-based moderation, such as flagging systems
that allow users to report content that they believe violates rules or conventions [28, 77, 114, 135].
Some platforms also rely on volunteer-based solutions such as bot-based collective blocklists to
address harassment and help regulate user experiences [34, 43].
The literature on detection approaches has primarily focused on reactive methods, such as

removing problematic conduct after it occurs. However, an emerging area of research has begun to
explore proactive approaches to prevent such conduct from occurring in the first place. Seering et al.
[107] found that utilizing interface components designed based on psychological principles can be
effective in promoting thoughtful and engaged engagement among users. Additionally, research
has been conducted on the potential use of chatbots within communities to strengthen community
cohesion and establish guidelines [108]. The development of technology to proactively encourage
positive community behavior is a promising field for further research and intervention [64].

2.1.3 Sanction enforcement. Social media platforms can delete or hide harmful content or accounts
on their platform. Removal as a method of dealing with problematic content or accounts on social
media platforms has been extensively studied by academics. Singhal et al. [113] characterized it as
“hard moderation,” in contrast to “soft moderation.” While this approach has some benefits, such as
promoting public safety and avoiding association with inappropriate content or behavior, it also
has several drawbacks [47, 123]. Hard moderation can be a heavy-handed approach that removes
content for all users, which may contradict principles of open participation and freedom of speech
[60, 123]. It may also be perceived as censorship and may not be legally mandated for private
companies [10, 54]. Furthermore, suspended users may still be able to access other platforms or the
internet at large [5].

Soft moderation, also known as concealing, does not involve the deletion of any material. Instead,
it aims to bring potential concerns about the content to the attention of other users through
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methods such as adding warning labels, limiting the spread of questionable content (i.e., shadow
banning), or restricting the ability of users to interact with the content (e.g., by disallowing replies
or re-sharing). A significant amount of research has been conducted on the topic of soft moderation
through various means, such as interviews, surveys, and crowd-sourcing studies. Some studies
have found that warning labels can lead users to seek out additional information for verification,
and decrease the intent to share information [15, 42, 63, 81, 83, 93, 105, 109]. However, more recent
research has also uncovered the potential negative effects of warning labels, such as the implied
truth effect, which suggests that users may view posts containing misinformation but without
warning labels as more credible [92]. Another form of soft moderation is shadow banning [85],
which involves keeping the information available, but limiting its reach. This method can help
decrease the presence of problematic content. However, it can also generate feelings of prejudice
and ambiguity among users [9]. Despite its potential benefits, soft moderation poses certain political
risks as it can complicate the management of public debate by enabling the dissemination of a wide
range of information to large audiences in ways that are difficult to identify or critique. As a result,
users may be under the impression of being in the same discourse, while in reality they might
be moving across slightly different but overlapped discourse worlds within the same platform
[9, 13, 46].

2.2 Permanent Suspension
In addition to removing particular content, social media platforms, under severe circumstances, may
permanently suspend users’ accounts. While many of these suspensions pertain to clear violations
such as child pornography, there have also been high-profile cases of permanent suspension in
recent years. A notable example being the permanent suspension of former US President Donald
Trump’s (@realDonaldTrump) Twitter account in January 2021 due to concerns about the potential
for further incitement of violence [56]. Despite legal protections under Section 230 of the United
States Communications Decency Act [23, 46], discussion surrounding social media permanent
suspension revolves around the issue of freedom of speech, the rights of individuals to access and
use social media platforms, and the rights of private information providers to shape and occasionally
restrict material continue [22, 46, 77]. Complicating matters further, social media platforms deal
with legal changes when operating across cultures and nations, and their position as internet
intermediaries is being questioned as they gain ownership of content and organize it to keep users
on the platform [24, 46, 69].

Research in the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) on the topic of permanent suspension
has mainly focused on the consequences of this form of content moderation. Studies have found that
permanent suspension can have negative effects on the suspended user, such as social isolation and
economic consequences if the user depends on the platform for communication and networking.
Myers West [85] revealed that many users view social media platforms as a means of staying
connected with their support networks. For these users, losing access not only means the loss
of a platform for their speech, but also the loss of an essential channel of communication with
the outside world and an increased likelihood of social isolation [101]. Additionally, Myers West
[85] highlighted the economic cost of suspension, as social media platforms serve as a primary
mechanism for obtaining referrals for users’ businesses, leading users to seek new accounts on the
same platform [60, 101]. Other research has further found that users will try to keep their accounts
on social media platforms in order to maintain access to modes of receiving donations, processing
payments, and selling merchandise [101].
The behavioral and cognitive reactions of users who have been permanently suspended from

a social media platform can be intricate and multifaceted. Social media users often use multiple
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platforms and are not confined to a single platform, which allows for the possibility of migration to
other alternative platforms following content moderation [87].

2.3 The Impact of Permanent Suspension
The act of permanent suspension is deeply embedded in the complexities of online ecosystems.
Numerous studies have delved into the ramifications of these suspensions, considering their impact
not just on individual platforms, but across the wider digital landscape. These studies take into
account both individual and communal viewpoints. From the individual perspective, Jhaver et al.
[60] showed that suspending influential users disrupts discussions about them, decreasing their
digital footprint and reducing associated anti-social ideas. Ali et al. [5] found that a large fraction
of users migrate to platforms like Gab after suspensions, often exhibiting heightened toxicity.
This notion of “digital exodus”, as articulated by Edwards and Boellstorff [36], points to platforms
unintentionally driving users towards less moderated environments. On the community front,
while studies like Chandrasekharan et al. [20] and Saleem and Ruths [104] attest to the effectiveness
of suspensions on the source platform, the broader implications hint at the migration of behaviors
elsewhere. DeCook [31] and Horta Ribeiro et al. [55] emphasized how communities might reform
on alternative platforms, often with intensified ideologies. Furthermore, Chang and Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil [21] spotlighted the significance of perceived fairness in suspensions, influencing
user reactions post-suspension. Indeed, questions of fairness in permanent suspension echo broader
questions of fairness in content moderation as well (e.g. [122]). Contrasting this platform-centric
view, Kou [70] approached from the user’s lens, arguing against stereotyping suspended users and
advocating for a more restorative moderation strategy. Holistically, permanent suspension intersects
with issues of digital equity, freedom of speech, and platform responsibility [127]. Understanding
these intricate dynamics is pivotal for framing balanced and effective moderation paradigms.

2.4 Social Media Ecologies
Taking the user-centered view on content moderation, as Kou [70] do, accentuates an important
perspective with its own body of prior work. Namely: users are the “recipients” of content modera-
tion decisions. As such, content moderation decisions play a role in a user’s understanding of their
social media world, and inform how users navigate the multitude of platforms and social media
systems that are available to them. Prior research has studied social media ecologies broadly. While
this work has not focused on content moderation specifically, this body of research informs our
work here as well.

2.4.1 Characteristics and dynamics. The impacts of the constantly evolving social media informa-
tion landscape on individuals are complex [11]. The features, norms, and audience of a particular
platform can all influence a user’s experience on that platform [140]. However, the availability
of multiple platforms allows users to select and arrange them to meet their diverse needs, such
as communication [74, 140] and self-presentation [32, 33]. Research has shown that people use
different platforms to access different audiences and social networks, switching between them to
communicate with various social groups [74]. The affordances of a platform — the potential actions
enabled by the combination of a user’s intentions and the technology’s capabilities — can also shape
a user’s self-presentation on different platforms [32]. Rather than viewing multiple social media
platforms as distinct environments, individuals often see them as part of a larger, interconnected
ecosystem, which they can customize to suit their specific needs and preferences, like accessing
imagined audiences and accomplishing self-presentation goals [11, 14, 121]. Zhao et al. [140] iden-
tified tensions in how users manage their platform choices, specifically the conflicting desires for
separation and permeability, and stability and change. On the one hand, users may try to maintain
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boundaries between different platforms through tactics such as disguising account names, creating
fake accounts, and withholding information about their social media profiles. On the other hand,
users may also seek to establish connections between platforms and create stability in their overall
social media ecosystem by making explicit links between platforms. These conflicting desires can
create challenges for users when new platforms emerge, as they must determine whether to adopt
them and how to integrate them into their existing social media landscape.
Taken holistically, previous research indicates that it can be challenging for users to maintain

or alter their social media ecologies, which has implications for their behavior in response to
content moderation or suspension decisions [11]. For example, Zhao et al. [140] found that if
users feel that their existing social media ecosystem is insufficient, they will seek to adopt new
platforms. A permanent suspension, for instance, might significantly disrupt a user’s social media
ecosystem, prompting them to consider options such as trying to regain access to their account,
deciding whether to create a new account and on which platform, and finding ways to prevent
future suspensions while still maintaining an audience. In light of these issues, we aim to examine
the effects of permanent suspension on user reactions and behavior, with a focus on understanding
how users rebuild their social media ecologies.

2.4.2 Mainstream and alternative platforms. An integral aspect of how users reconstruct their
social media ecosystems is their ability to understand and choose social media platforms. Newer
and smaller platforms, such as Gab and Gettr, have become increasingly popular alternatives to
mainstream social media platforms [101]. These platforms often tout their defense of free speech
and present themselves as more accommodating to the views of extreme users [6, 48, 65, 139]. Some
research has suggested the idea that these platforms provide a more implicit concept within these
ideas of free speech — these platforms would allow users to keep their content available and avoid
the threat of deletion or account suspension [101, 140]. This is particularly relevant for users who
have recently experienced permanent suspension, particularly for influential users who are seeking
new channels to broadcast their views [86, 101]. For example, Telegram’s end-to-end encryption
makes it an appealing option for some types of users [110]. Telegram is primarily a messaging
app, but it also allows users to create unlimited groups and channels with an unlimited number of
subscribers [101]. In other words, popular alternative platforms are perceived as both ‘protected
spaces’ and ‘publicity spaces’, combining both the need for privacy and the need for amplifying
one’s voice [86].

Rogers [101] compiled a list of permanently suspended social media celebrities and mapped them
to accounts on alternative platforms, finding that popular alternative platforms include BitChute
(as an alternative to YouTube), Minds (as an alternative to Facebook), Gab (as an alternative to
Twitter), and Telegram. Additionally, they found that other websites, such as personal websites or
news subscription services, are also frequent destinations for content from suspended celebrities.
Despite the increasing popularity of alternative platforms, YouTube and Twitter continue to be
important sources of extreme content. Zannettou et al. [139] similarly conducted a study focused
on Gab, a platform known for its defense of "free speech" that is considered a sanctuary for white
supremacists [91]. They found that Gab is primarily used for the discussion and dissemination of
news and events, and that it attracts hate groups, conspiracy theorists, and other internet trolls.
They also found that Gab has a high proportion of hate speech, positioning it as a bridge between
mainstream social networks like Twitter and fringe web communities like political discussions on
4chan [139].

Moreover, these alternative communities receive a lot of attention and see an influx of new
users when influential people migrate to them after being suspended from mainstream platforms
[101, 139]. For example, Alex Jones (founder of conservative site InfoWars) migrated to Real.Video
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(a video streaming platform alternative to YouTube) after his account was permanently suspended
on YouTube, resulting in a surge of new users [138]. However, even with these bursts of growth,
mainstream social media platforms continue to have substantially larger audiences and drive more
traffic to extreme content than alternative platforms [101].

2.5 Our Work Here
Taken holistically, prior work suggests that the consequences of suspension can be clearly positive
for the platform. However, the effects of suspension on individual users’ behavior and choices
within their social media ecology, as well as the consequences of a suspension across the broader
social media information landscape, complicate the potential upsides of permanent suspension.
In other words, while suspension may be good for a given platform, further study is needed to
understand how permanent suspension changes individual behaviors and what that means for
other platforms. Our work here seeks to address this important gap in the literature.

3 METHODS
Given the heterogeneity of features, groups of users, and content moderation strategies across
platforms, we focus our study here on one platform. In an early pilot survey, we found that within
the past five years, Twitter received the most attention in public conversations about permanent
suspension. According to search results from Nexis Uni, 36.3% of news reports related to Twitter,
followed by 21% for Facebook. As such, to address our research questions that focus on the outcomes
of suspension in a number of different ways, we scope our study to focus on influential users who
were permanently suspended from Twitter. Therefore, we start by providing a brief introduction to
Twitter’s specific policy on permanent suspensions.

3.1 Twitter’s Permanent Suspension Policy
According to Twitter’s rules, the platform may enforce various actions based on the type, frequency,
and severity of violations it detects, such as tweet deletion, profile modification requests, labeling,
temporary suspension, and permanent suspension [125]. There are multiple types of violations
that may result in permanent suspension, including information authenticity, account authenticity,
sexual content, abusive behavior, hateful conduct, violence-related activity, involvementwith violent
organizations, suicide and self-harm, illegal activity, and copyright and trademark infringement,
etc. [125]. These infractions are described in further detail in Appendix A [125].
As noted above, certain types of infractions can result in permanent suspension, such as pro-

moting the illicit activities of a terrorist organization, posting someone’s intimate photos without
their consent, and using platform manipulation to artificially inflate certain information [125]. For
other types of infractions, the platform will consider the frequency and severity of the violation to
determine whether to permanently suspend the account, such as repeatedly promoting suicide,
repeatedly violating others’ copyright, and repeatedly manipulating elections (a form of civil in-
tegrity violation) [125]. Once a decision has been made, Twitter typically notifies the account that
will be permanently suspended and provides the user with a nonpublic explanation. Users can file
an appeal with Twitter after being permanently suspended if they believe that their suspension
was unfair.

3.2 Our Mixed Methodological Approach
Investigating the trajectories of individuals who have been permanently suspended across various
social media platforms and the subsequent changes in their social media ecologies presents a
significant challenge. When a user is initially suspended from Twitter, all information pertaining to
the account, including profiles, posts, and followers, is kept hidden from the public for moderation
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purposes, making it impossible to access using standard social media data collection methods like
the Twitter API. Furthermore, once a user leaves their original account on the original platform,
the process and method by which they respond to a permanent ban are opaque and difficult to
trace — after all, this information may be spread out across many different accounts on many
different platforms, making it difficult to gather and analyze. Exacerbating the difficulty of this
data gathering process even further, permanent suspensions are relatively infrequent occurrences,
making it difficult to compile a comprehensive library of cases.
In light of these challenges, this study employs a mixed-method approach that combines qual-

itative and quantitative methods to explore the complex process of influential users’ responses
to permanent suspensions. We take a richer, more exploratory thematic analysis approach to
understand how influential users react to permanent suspension, and we augment this with a
cross-platform “natural experiment” focused on how influential users’ behavior changes after being
permanently suspended. We bridge both qualitative and quantitative methods, and by bringing
these complementary approaches together we mutually validate the results of each approach,
strengthening our confidence in our findings.

3.3 Constructing our Corpus and Dataset
In order to conduct our mixed-methods approach, we needed to develop our datasets to serve both
qualitative and quantitative goals. This meant (1) establishing a set of influential users who had
been suspended from Twitter, (2) developing a corpus of news articles to help us understand this
somewhat rare phenomenon (following Lin et al. [73]), and (3) building a dataset of social media
user behavior data to evaluate our research questions quantitatively as well.

3.3.1 Identifying Suspended Users. To start constructing our full set of suspended accounts, we
aggregated our initial seed list based on the list of suspended users collected by Hanania [51] and
Jhaver et al. [60]. We then developed a set of relevant search terms about permanent suspension on
Twitter. With these search terms in hand, we followed the content analysis approach described
by Stryker et al. [119], and drew random sub-samples from the set of search terms to iteratively
develop our search strategy. Ultimately, our dataset was narrowed based on specific criteria aimed at
ensuring that it was both recent and composed of accounts that were influential prior to suspension.
Specifically, the accounts selected had to meet the following criteria:

(1) The suspended user had at least 10,000 followers before suspension.
(2) The suspended user was suspended between 2017 and 2022.
(3) At least five relevant news reports exist about the suspension

All three criteria were designed to ensure that the included accounts were influential. Of course,
many social media accounts can reach 10,000 followers and get suspended, but this may not be a
precise indication of influence. For instance, accounts might buy followers to boost their audience
size, or use other techniques to game “influence” that would cause a confound for our results.
Therefore, we included our last criterion to ensure that the accounts were indeed influential, as
the presence of a significant number of related news reports likely indicates public interest and
attention around the suspension.
This process resulted in a list of 155 influential accounts that were suspended for a variety

of reasons. Because we were interested in how accounts portrayed themselves prior to being
suspended, we also used the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine and Social Blade to collect
information about accounts on Twitter prior to suspension. Out of the 155 accounts examined,
12 of them were found to have either no data or were deemed inaccessible. This inaccessibility
arose from certain screenshots not successfully capturing the content, displaying only a message
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indicating that the site could not be accessed. As a result, these accounts were excluded from the
analysis, leading to a final dataset comprising 143 suspended influential users.

3.3.2 Building our News Reports Corpus. With this list of accounts in hand, we then turned to
building our overall corpus for analysis. We used the news search engine, Nexis Uni, to identify
relevant articles. We again followed the method for identifying search terms described by Stryker
et al. [119]. To identify all related news reports about a given suspension, we focused on four
important terms in the search query. The first three of these terms were: users’ username (handle),
display name, and “Twitter”. The fourth term was intentionally more open-ended, in order to
encompass the variety of concepts related to permanent suspension [119]. For example, some
news reports use synonyms to describe the phenomenon (such as banning from the platform,
deplatforming, etc.). Thus, we generated a set of synonyms and hypernyms to capture the broader
concept, such as ban and deplatform. Then, using these terms, we constructed our search phrases
by iteratively assigning different search terms. We restricted our search to news reports that were
published from 2017 to 2022, and articles in English. After getting the search results for each
suspended user, we first sorted the results by relevance and removed duplicate results. For the
first ten search results, we manually browsed the snippet summary on the search result page to
understand the general content of each news article, and then manually filtered out the irrelevant
articles. Finally, we constructed a corpus of 1,144 news articles, with an average of 8 articles per
suspended user.

In constructing this corpus, we were also curious about some generalized information about the
suspended user’s profile, prior to suspension. To gather this data and include it in our thematic
analysis, we also recorded the account information (username and handle) of the permanently
suspended users reported in the news and the new platform used by the users after they were
suspended. Because it is impossible to gather this data from Twitter after an account has been
suspended, we collected archival data from the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine 1 and Social
Blade2. We recorded some basic numeric information about users’ profiles before they were perma-
nently banned, including the number of posts, number of followers, number of people the account
was following, and the profile text on their Twitter account page.

3.3.3 Building our User Behavior Dataset. Our NewsArticle Corpus enables our qualitative thematic
analysis approach (described below). Since permanent suspensions may lead to cross-platform
behaviors like users registering accounts on new platforms or transferring content to their existing
accounts on other platforms, we needed a dataset that enabled studying the impact of permanent
suspensions on user behavior through comparisons across platforms. One intuitive way to do
this is to compare user activity levels on the original and new platforms. Therefore, to conduct
our “natural experiment” and answer our more quantitative research questions, we also needed to
construct a dataset that includes metrics of user behavior of suspended users, and identify similar
users who were not suspended as well, for the purposes of comparison (Figure 1).

To identify these similar users, we started with the 1000 users with the largest number of followers
on each platform, as a set of potential users who would be similar to our influential suspended
users. To identify the top 1000 users on Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, we utilized Social Blade
to identify the top 1000 users on each platform. Social Blade provides comprehensive data and
rankings based on follower counts and engagement metrics for users on these platforms. For Gab,
we employed a large-scale dataset consisting of posts and user profiles [39] to identify potential
similar users. Fair and Wesslen [39] built this dataset through web scraping conducted between

1https://web.archive.org
2https://socialblade.com
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Fig. 1. We match suspended influential users with non-suspended users on Twitter. Then find these users’
accounts on the new platforms, and use Differences-in-Differences (DiD) method to compare user activities
on new platforms.

August 2016 and December 2018. For Gettr, we accessed a public Gettr API client, GoGettr, to extract
data and platform dynamics from Gettr, enabling us to identify influential users on the platform
[90].

Following previous studies on user matching [20, 21], we employ a similar approach to determine
the similarity between potential similar users and our set of suspended users — a necessary
component of our “natural experiment”. To compute this similarity, we used the Mahalanobis
distance metric, which takes into account factors like account creation date, number of posts,
and number of followers. Our goal in doing this matching is to identify users who have similar
characteristics to our suspended influential users and can serve as a comparison point. To identify
the most similar non-suspended user for each suspended influential user in our data, we selected
the pair with the largest similarity score from a computed set of pairwise similarity scores. For
the suspended users, we did indeed rely on their bios and media reports to locate their migrated
handles. For the control group, considering their sizable follower base, we initially searched for
their presence on the migrated platform using their known handles and profile information. It is
worth noting that while the suspended users predominantly migrated to right-wing/conservative
platforms, not all control users (even with large followings) were present on these platforms. If the
most similar non-suspended user was not present on the right-wing platform, we then proceeded
to the next most similar user in our list. We continued this approach, iterating until we located
a user with an account on the platform in question. After matching the suspended influential
user with a similar non-suspended user, we again collected account data for both our suspended
influential users and their similar non-suspended users through the Internet Archive’s Wayback
Machine and Social Blade, for six months before, and after, the date when the relevant suspension
occurred. In short, we developed a dataset that captures six months of user data before suspension,
and six months of user data after suspension on other platforms, for both our suspended user
and their most similar non-suspended influential user. This enables our cross-platform “natural
experiment” comparison between suspended and non-suspended users, which we describe in more
detail below (Figure 2). A key aspect of this dataset is that it includes account information for both
our suspended user and their paired similar user across multiple platforms; after all, differences in
user activity levels across platforms can be affected by any number of platform-specific factors,
including platform size, features, norms, etc. Our dataset accounts for this possibility by ensuring
that we can measure both the suspended user, and the same paired, non-suspended, user across
multiple different social media platforms.
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Fig. 2. We employ the DiD method to analyze the activity of two groups of users who migrated to other
platforms after being suspended. The DiD method allows us to compare and assess the impact of the
suspension on influential user activity. Within the graph, the dashed line corresponds to the activity levels of
suspended users who had existing accounts on those platforms before facing permanent suspension.

3.4 Our Data Analysis Methods
3.4.1 Qualitative Thematic Analysis with Our News Article Corpus. Our research questions center
on understanding the reactions of influential users to permanent suspensions, which first requires
identifying suspended users’ Twitter usernames or handles and then using web archive websites
to access the suspended users’ account data. As described above, this data collection process is
impossible with common API or scraping-based methods. In other words, as described by Lin et al.
[73], we are studying “relatively rare phenomena of media interest for which no authoritative
dataset is available and for which simulations are not currently tractable”, we follow Lin et al. [73]’s
approach of relying on a corpus of news articles describing permanent suspensions. Specifically,
we built a corpus of news articles about influential Twitter users who were permanently suspended
over five years (2017-2022), and we rely on thematic analysis to analyze this data.
To understand the impact of permanent suspensions on influential users’ social media ecology,

two coders coded the news corpus according to a thematic analysis approach. The two coders
performed pre-coding (inter-rater reliability is 0.719) and formal coding (inter-rater reliability
is 0.874) together according to the six phases of thematic analysis defined by Braun and Clarke
[16]. We discuss each of these phases in turn, below. In addition to the coding, we gathered user
information, like account creation date, number of followers, number of posts, etc., from their
social media accounts (including Twitter and other platforms they utilized after being permanently
suspended) and produced a social media ecology table based on it. This provided us with a relatively
full picture of the influential user’s migration and social media ecologies change.
Data familiarity. In the pre-coding phase, in order to familiarize ourselves with the data, the

lead author of this paper read fifteen suspended users’ news reports in the corpus, and extracted
several initial potential codes. We then iteratively aligned these potential options with research
questions, and finally specified the initial codebook, which we used to extract relevant portions
of text from the full corpus. During the formal coding phase, the two coders integrated their
understanding of the codebook by comparing and discussing differences in the pre-coding results.
Then the two coders read through the whole corpus and modified the codebook as needed to guide
the subsequent coding process.
Generating initial codes. After extracting these salient segments from the full corpus, the

first author then performed an iterative, open-coding process on those segments. In cases where
these segments of articles indicated that the owners of these accounts would be migrating to other
social media platforms, we used a snowball sampling strategy to make targeted queries about that
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migration. For example, if news articles about a suspended user in our data report that the user’s
plan is to migrate to Gab, we use a similar query to our example above (substituting “Gab” for
“Twitter”) to retrieve additional news sources about this user and Gab. Throughout this coding
process, we worked to identify themes in the text of our news corpus. When a new theme arose,
we iteratively revisited the previous articles we had seen with the new theme as a possible code as
well.

Identifying themes. After reaching a stable set of codes, and completing the coding of our
corpus, we followed an affinity diagramming process, grouping codes together into different
potential themes. This affinity diagramming process culminated in an initial thematic diagram [16],
drawing relationships among different groups of codes and themes.
Reviewing themes.We then examined the codes within each potential theme to ensure that

themes accurately reflected the clear contours of the underlying data. We did this iteratively
throughout the entire set of initial themes, ensuring (1) that each theme was specific and cohesive,
and (2) that the thematic map accurately reflected our entire dataset.
Defining and naming themes. Once our themes were finalized, we worked to characterize

their scope and content in a couple of sentences and assigned a name to each theme.

3.4.2 Quantitative Comparison with Differences-in-Differences (DiD). In addition to our thematic
analysis approach, which offers qualitative insights into how individuals respond to permanent
suspensions, we bolster our methodology by adopting a “natural experiment” framework to inves-
tigate the broader implications of permanent suspensions on influential user behavior within the
social media ecosystem. We operationalize this “natural experiment” through a quasi-experimental
econometric technique known as Differences-in-Differences (DiD). This technique has previously
been used for assessing the causal impact of permanent suspensions on key account behaviors —
such as the number of posts and number of followers [20] — and enables us to perform a quantitative
analysis of behavioral changes attributable to permanent suspension.

More specifically, using differences-in-differences, we are able to treat permanent suspension as
an “experimental intervention,” and compare users in the “experimental treatment” group with
users in the “experimental control” group. This comparison group relies on pairing each suspended
Twitter user from our dataset with a similar social media user who had not experienced suspension,
and the paired users serve as our “experimental control”. The DiD approach focuses on the average
change in our behavioral variables over time for users who have been permanently suspended,
and contrasts this with the average change over time for a comparable set of non-suspended users.
Crucially, some users had established accounts on alternative platforms prior to being suspended,
thereby providing us with direct access to their pre-suspension data. However, for those who created
accounts on other platforms post-suspension, we created a “synthetic control” by combining control
units in a weighted manner, such that it closely mimics the characteristics of the treatment group
prior to the suspension, following best practice [1].
To provide a more intuitive sense, the DiD approach permits us to deduce that a permanent

suspension significantly alters user behavior if we observe a statistically significant and meaningful
variation in the behavior variables we are examining, relative to non-suspended users. In formal
terms, we evaluated our research questions by constructing two Ordinary Least Squares regression
(OLS) models to analyze the user behavior data and estimate the relevant parameters. In these
models, the dependent variables were the number of followers and the number of posts for the
accounts of users who were suspended. We constructed our model as follows:

𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑃𝑆𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑃𝑆𝑖 ×𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖
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In this model, 𝑃𝑆𝑖 represents permanent suspension, where if 𝑖 = 1, the group of users is the
group of permanently suspended users (treated users) and if 𝑖 = 0, the group of users is the group
of paired users (control users). 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 is the period before and after permanent suspension, where
𝑖 = 0 represents the pre-period and 𝑖 = 1 represents the post-period. The parameters of the model
are as follows: 𝛽0 represents the baseline level of activity for the control group, which is the level
of activity for the paired users before suspension. 𝛽1 represents the increment in activity level for
the treated group compared to the control group. 𝛽2 represents the increment in activity level for
the post-period compared to the pre-period, regardless of the group. 𝛽3 represents the incremental
impact of going from the pre-suspension period to the post-suspension period and from the control
group to the treated group, which is the differences-in-differences estimator we focus portions of
our analysis on here.

In other words, for the purposes of our analysis, this regression includes a few control variables
(𝑃𝑆𝑖 and 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑖 ) that control for the independent effects of being in the control group versus the
treatment group or being before or after the point of suspension. The intersection of these variables
represents the “experimental condition”, comparing suspended users to non-suspended users both
before and after suspension.

3.5 Methodological Reliability
To enhance the reliability and robustness of our methodology, we implemented several measures
to address potential biases in press coverage and strengthen the validity of our findings. Acknowl-
edging the inherent biases that can arise in press coverage, particularly when influential figures
and political users are involved, we approached the data with caution and worked to ensure that
our own interpretations of the data and the findings were not skewed based on biased reporting.
Further, we cross-referenced information from multiple sources, including social media posts,
public statements, and user testimonies whenever available. This approach allowed us to verify
and validate the reasons for suspension, motivations to migrate, and other relevant factors.
Recognizing the potential for self-serving narratives from banned influential users seeking to

present their suspensions strategically, we critically evaluated the information obtained from press
coverage. Rather than relying solely on one press account, we treated them as one piece of evidence
among others. By seeking corroborating evidence and alternative perspectives, we aimed to ensure
a comprehensive understanding of the motivations and migration tactics of suspended users.
This careful evaluation helped us mitigate the influence of misleading or self-serving narratives.
Our “natural experiment” serves as another reference point to establish confidence in our results,
allowing us to observe and analyze the behavior and influence changes of suspended influential
users, providing important empirical evidence to complement the limitations of relying solely on
press coverage data.

3.6 Methodological Limitations
As with all research, our study has certain limitations due to methodological choices that may
affect the generalizability of our results. First, our sample was not randomly selected. We relied
on a previously generated list and expanded it based on reports in the public media. While this
was necessary for our research questions, it did limit the size and representativeness of our sam-
ple. Second, our reliance on the news media corpus for thematic analysis limits the breadth of
information available in our data. We tried to supplement this with manual data collection from
influential users’ social media accounts, but our public media corpus is primarily composed of
written news. Third, we limited the timeframe of our analysis to six months before the suspension
because we were relying on archival approaches like the Wayback Machine to gather this data. A
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Fig. 3. This figure shows influential users’ account information on the original platform and platforms where
suspended users have migrated to. Variables marked with an asterisk (*) indicate that we have collected data
for a period of six months before and after the permanent suspension, if the data is available.

more longitudinal approach to capturing suspension data might allow for a wider window of data,
and we think this is an interesting direction for future work.

4 RESULTS
Our thematic analysis yielded six distinct themes, which notably align with findings from our DiD
analysis. Consequently, we have organized our Results section based on these themes and have
integrated the DiD findings where they are relevant and applicable.
To facilitate comprehension and based on the outcomes of our thematic analysis and the data

gathered from the Internet Archive website, we have created a visual representation, Figure 3, to
illustrate our high-level results and the pertinent account information employed in our analysis.
We delve into this in greater detail in Section 4.2, providing a comprehensive discussion.

4.1 Permanent suspension reasons
The first theme that emerged in our analysis is the reasons behind permanent suspension. Gen-
erally, when a suspension occurs, Twitter notifies the user about the suspension and provides an
explanation for the policy or policies they have violated and the content they posted that was in
violation [124]. However, the reason for the suspension is only visible to the suspended user, while
the public can only see that a particular user has been suspended (e.g., Figure 4). Therefore, in our
data, the suspension reasons were all derived from related news reports. In the majority of cases in
our dataset, the suspended users themselves (or individuals close to them) provided the reason for
suspension, either through statements to journalists or posts on other social media platforms. In
some instances, Twitter itself provided an official reason for suspension. For example, Twitter’s
spokesperson informed BuzzFeed News about the suspension of Gavin McInnes (@Gavin_McInnes):

“We can confirm that these accounts have been suspended from Twitter and Periscope
for violating our policy prohibiting violent extremist groups,” a company spokesperson
said in a statement to BuzzFeed News [103].

According to our analysis, the majority of permanent suspension cases were accompanied by a
reported reason for the suspension (90%). As shown in Table 1, the top three reasons for permanent
suspension were hateful conduct (13.29%), misleading or deceptive identities (12.59%), and platform
manipulation and spam (11.19%). These three categories accounted for the majority of suspensions
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Fig. 4. An example of the permanent suspended user’s profile page

among all suspended influential users, reflecting a significant consequence for the broader social
media information landscape if left unaddressed. The continued spread of hostile, misleading,
or manipulative content poses risks to both the culture of other social media platforms and the
perspectives reflected in AI systems that rely on social media content for training data.
However, for some users, news reports did not reveal their rationale for suspension. We found

that 14 users (9.79%) in our dataset were suspended for unknown reasons. For example, the former
leader of the English Defence League Tommy Robinson (@TRobinsonNewEra) was suspended
from Twitter in 2018 for “hateful conduct”, but Twitter did not provide an explanation regarding
the specific content that led to the violation [99]. In such instances, news articles (like those in our
corpus) can only speculate about the cause of a particular suspension based on the context, making
it difficult to confidently identify the reason behind the suspension.

Our analysis revealed that in many cases, the reasons for permanent suspension were not limited
to a single infraction. In fact, several cases in our dataset showed that influential users were
suspended for multiple violations and reasons. For example, in the case of Gemma O’Doherty
(@gemmaod1), she was suspended due to both hateful conduct and abusive behavior [35]. Similarly,
David Duke (@DrDavidDuke) had previously violated the rule about “violent organization” and was
subsequently suspended for “hateful conduct” [37, 102]. Furthermore, we discovered that certain
individuals, despite receiving a temporary suspension for breaking a particular rule, would create
new accounts in order to continue their actions. This can result in a permanent suspension for “ban
evasion.” These observations underscore the complexity of the decision-making process behind
suspensions and the need for a comprehensive evaluation of all possible violations and reasons to
ensure fair and appropriate outcomes.

4.2 Suspended users’ responses
The second theme we found in our data focuses on influential users’ responses to suspension.
It is important to note that the responses of suspended users to their permanent suspension
are varied and complex. By tracing users’ footprints across various social media platforms after
permanent suspension (Figure 3), we have observed three kinds of reactions among suspended
influential users: working to stay on the original platform, disappearing altogether, or migrating to
a different platform. The first reaction, working to stay on the original platform, typically involves
the suspended user attempting to regain access to the platform by appealing their suspension or
creating new accounts. The second reaction, disappearing altogether, involves the suspended user
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Table 1. Top-10 reasons for permanent suspension of influential users

Reasons Descriptions # %

Hateful conduct Abuse motivated by hatred, prejudice or intolerance,
particularly abuse that seeks to silence the voices of
those who have been historically marginalized

19 13.29%

Misleading and decep-
tive identities

Engaging in impersonation or using a misleading or
deceptive fake identity

18 12.59%

Platform manipulation
and spam

Severely and artificially amplifying or suppressing
information or engaging in behavior that manipulates
or disrupts people’s experience

16 11.19%

Abusive behaviors Behaviors that harasses or intimidates, or is otherwise
intended to shame or degrade others

12 8.39%

COVID-19 misleading
information

Misrepresenting accounts’ affiliation as a medical
practitioner, and spreading the COVID-19 false in-
formation or misinformation

11 7.69%

Violent organizations Affiliating with or promoting the illicit activities of a
terrorist organization or violent extremist group

9 6.29%

Civic integrity Sharing content about manipulating or interfering in
elections or other civic processes

8 5.59%

Coordinated harmful
activity

Using specific, detectable techniques of platform ma-
nipulation to engage in the artificial inflation or prop-
agation of a message or narrative

6 4.20%

Ban evasion Circumventing a Twitter enforcement action (such
as a permanent suspension) by creating accounts or
repurposing existing accounts to replace or mimic a
suspended account

6 4.20%

Perpetrators of violent
attacks

Individual perpetrators of terrorist, violent extremist,
or mass violent attacks

6 4.20%

Note: The detailed descriptions of each reason are in the Appendix A.

leaving the social media ecosystem altogether and discontinuing their online presence. The third
reaction, migrating to a different platform, involves the suspended user moving their presence to
another social media platform in order to maintain their online presence and audience. Working to
stay can be seen as one kind of migration — back to the original platform. Here, we distinguish
between these two reactions, aiming to separate the effect of permanent suspension on the original
platform and on other platforms.

4.2.1 Working to stay. We found that users who work to stay on the original platform may take
various actions, such as creating new accounts or taking legal action against the platform. An
example of this is Craig R. Brittain (@SenatorBrittain) who attempted to sue Twitter for suspending
his account, but the suit was dismissed [30, 100]. However, he later created a new account, Craig R.
Brittain for US Senate, Arizona R-2022 (@BrittainAZ), which is potentially in violation of Twitter’s
“ban evasion” rule, despite his claims that it was a staff account and that he had moved to Facebook.

Moreover, our DiD results (Table 2) shed further light on this phenomenon: users with second
accounts on Twitter, prior to suspension, saw a substantial increase in the number of followers
per month on their second accounts, compared to their similar non-suspended counterparts (𝛽3 =
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Table 2. Results of OLS regression with Account Types

Platforms Account Creation
Time

Dependent Variables Coefficient:
𝛽3

Std t P >|t| 𝑅2

Twitter
Pre-Suspension Number of followers 430.743 207.613 2.075 0.038* 0.040

Number of posts 5.792 1.151 5.030 0.000* 0.101

Post-Suspension Number of followers 423.490 165.457 2.560 0.011* 0.021
Number of posts 10.759 1.487 7.234 0.000* 0.125

Facebook
Pre-Suspension Number of followers 136.049 68.898 1.975 0.049* 0.071

Number of posts 7.013 0.856 8.189 0.000* 0.135

Post-Suspension Number of followers 59.538 165.176 0.360 0.719 0.033
Number of posts 1.990 1.212 1.642 0.102 0.154

Instagram
Pre-Suspension Number of followers 288.788 116.373 2.482 0.013* 0.014

Number of posts 1.968 0.422 4.658 0.000* 0.091

Post-Suspension Number of followers 513.709 316.016 1.626 0.105 0.021
Number of posts 3.586 1.295 2.770 0.006* 0.040

Gab
Pre-Suspension Number of followers 293.465 117.109 2.506 0.013* 0.145

Number of posts 4.517 2.164 2.087 0.037* 0.060

Post-Suspension Number of followers 404.011 188.406 2.144 0.033* 0.025
Number of posts 5.233 2.297 2.278 0.023* 0.055

Gettr
Pre-Suspension Number of followers 452.649 221.299 2.045 0.042* 0.048

Number of posts 12.329 2.283 5.400 0.000* 0.245

Post-Suspension Number of followers 472.231 221.746 2.130 0.034* 0.037
Number of posts 3.634 1.227 2.961 0.003* 0.151

Note: The coefficient “𝛽3” is our DiD estimator in the regression model, signifying the additional effect of
suspension on influential users compared to non-suspended ones. A p-value less than 0.05, denoted by an
asterisk (*), confirms this effect is statistically significant at the 5% level.

430.743, p = 0.038). Permanent suspension drives on-platform growth for accounts associated with
the suspended user, suggesting that maintaining a second account on the platform may be a way to
remain resilient to suspension and maintain audiences. Moreover, users who created new accounts
on Twitter after suspension also exhibited a significant increase in the number of followers (Table 2,
𝛽3 = 423.490, p = 0.011). Interestingly, we found that both categories of users tend to post more
frequently from their new accounts on the platform after suspension, compared to control users,
providing evidence that resiliance may be possible, but requires active effort to reestablish one’s
presence. This is somewhat expected, given that the audience associated with their old account has
been lost.

4.2.2 Disappearance. In our thematic analysis of our news corpus, some suspended influential
users disappear after permanent suspension. The reasons for their disappearance are variable —
either passive or active in nature. In some cases, accounts maintained false identities — like DCLeaks
(@dcleaks_) and Guccifer 2.0 (@GUCCIFER_2), who were identified by the Justice Department
as fronts for Russia’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) agents — and passively disappeared
once exposed. Another example of this style of passive disappearance is accounts claiming to
be associated with major news organizations: BBC Afghanistan(@BBCAfghanNews), MSNBC
Afghanistan (@MSNBCAfghan) and CNN Afghanistan (@CNNAfghan). These accounts were
permanently suspended for propagating a false story about a fictitious CNN journalist named
“Bernie Gores”, who they claimed was killed by the Taliban during the Fall of Kabul. None of these
accounts were verified as being affiliated with the news organizations in question, but posts from
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these accounts about this story still received dozens of retweets prior to being suspended. A tweet
by “CNN Afghanistan” even received more than 900 retweets and 1600 likes before being suspended
[29]. Because our analysis relies heavily on news articles and user account information found on
the Internet Archive website, we cannot be sure that the people behind these accounts left social
media platforms completely. It may be that some of these users are intentionally less publicly
visible, but are still participating in less visible spaces online.

Other forms of disappearance from social media are more proactive, as some users choose
to voluntarily relinquish their individual social media accounts. One example is Paul Golding
(@GoldingBF), a prominent leader of an organization called British First, who has previously
received suspensions. In Golding’s case, he gave up his individual account and focused on operating
the organizational account, a phenomenon that is discussed in more detail in Section 4.4 [44]. In
other cases, users actively left social media, in part because they did not rely on it to reach their
audiences. For example, Raúl Castro (@RaulCastroR) was suspended from Twitter, and chose not to
seek out new accounts on other social media platforms. However, being a prominent figure outside
of social media, Castro is likely still able to reach his audience through other means [76].

4.2.3 Migration as an alternative. Migration to other platforms was the third option chosen by
influential users in our dataset, with 113 users (79.02%) transitioning to alternative social media
platforms. This migration, coupled with the potential of their audience following suit, may exacer-
bate the spread of harmful content across the social media landscape. We define user migration by
three indicators: (1) users announcing their migration publicly, (2) users creating new accounts on
different platforms post-Twitter suspension, and (3) noticeable shifts in users’ platform activities
post-suspension, such as increased posting. The first two indicators are discernible through our
news articles corpus and account data. The third, subtler indicator is inferred from behavioral
changes without direct migration confirmation. In such cases, a Mann-Whitney test evidences
statistically significant differences in users’ pre-and-post suspension posting volumes.
Using our defined metrics, we identified individuals in our dataset who responded to their

suspension by migrating to different platforms. Our data show that migrating users seek out both
mainstream platforms like Facebook, alternative platforms like Gab, and even subscription-based
services such as Substack. For instance, the account of True Indology (@tiinexile), an Indian
right-wing historian, was suspended from Twitter, leading them to start a subscription-based
email newsletter, which gained 123,359 supporters [53]. Systematic suspension across multiple
mainstream platforms can push users towards more alternative platforms. A case in point is
Laura Loomer (@LauraLoomer), who, after spreading hateful and anti-Muslim rhetoric, was sus-
pended from a swath of social media, ride-sharing, and money transfer platforms such as Twitter,
Instagram, Facebook, PayPal, GoFundMe, Venmo, Uber, and Lyst [116]. Another case is Owen
Benjamin(@OwenBenjamin), banned from Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube for policy
violations. Benjamin created accounts on multiple alternative platforms like Odysee, Bitchute,
Rumble, among others. He kept his audience updated on his streaming and social media activities
on these alternative platforms through his personal website [111].
Our DiD analysis sheds further light on the effects of permanent suspension as well. These

results generally show that on most platforms, users’ number of followers and posts significantly
change after permanent suspension compared to control users (Table 2). On Facebook, the effects
of suspension varied. While there was a statistically significant increase in followers and posts
pre-suspension, post-suspension saw a smaller and statistically insignificant increase in followers
(𝛽3 = 59.538, p = 0.719) and a significant but smaller increase in posts (𝛽3 = 1.990, p = 0.102) compared
to pre-suspension. For Instagram, there was a substantial increase in followers and posts both
pre-suspension and post-suspension. However, the increase in followers post-suspension was not
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statistically significant (𝛽3 = 513.709, p = 0.105), whereas the increase in posts was significant (𝛽3 =
3.586, p = 0.006). The results from the Gab platform indicated a significant increase in followers
and posts both pre-suspension and post-suspension, with a higher increase post-suspension in
both followers (𝛽3 = 404.011, p = 0.033) and posts (𝛽3 = 5.233, p = 0.023). On Gettr, while there
was a statistically significant increase in followers and posts pre-suspension, the post-suspension
increase was also significant, but slightly lower for followers and much lower for posts. Broadly,
permanent suspension generally leads to increases in posting behavior and audience growth across
all examined platforms, but to varying extents. This change was consistent for users with both
pre-existing and newly created accounts on mainstream and alternative social media platforms.

The reactions of suspended influential users to their suspensions raise significant complications
for current moderation strategies and show how a permanent suspension from one platform can
shape dynamics across the broader social media landscape. For instance, suspension can prompt
users to adopt a coded or cryptic language to avoid detection and stay on the original platform.
While this may seem like an individual survival tactic, it has wider implications. It can exacerbate the
challenge of detecting harmful or misleading information across social media platforms, potentially
affecting downstream technologies that use social media for training data, perpetuating subtle,
coded forms of harmful content [50]. Furthermore, the mass migration of users from one platform to
another following suspension can significantly shift the linguistic norms and overall culture of the
recipient platform. For example, a significant influx of users following one suspended influential user
can risk altering the platform’s culture. Overall, while suspension might be immediately effective
for a particular platform, our study shows that suspension has broader, systemic implications, likely
leading to negative alterations in the social media information landscape.

4.3 Motivation of migration
Motivations for migration among permanently suspended influential users also emerged as a
key theme in our analysis. We analyzed news articles to understand the reasons why suspended
influential users migrated and the barriers they faced. Our analysis revealed that users’ decisions
to migrate to other social media platforms were primarily influenced by two factors: (1) the users’
goals for their social media use, and (2) the cost of migration. Specifically, we find that individuals
may be inclined to transition to a different platform if it more effectively satisfies their social media
goals. Conversely, the cost of migration, including the time and resources necessary to transfer
personal data and connections to a new platform, acts as a deterrent.

4.3.1 Goals for social media usage. We found three distinct dimensions of suspended influential
users’ goals for their social media use: the desire to reach imagined audiences, the need for commu-
nication, and the availability of features and policies on the platform. Specifically, regarding the first
dimension, we found that individuals in our data frequently seemed motivated to migrate because
of a desire to continue reaching their imagined audience. In certain instances, this may include
a desire to maintain social influence or retain supporters. For example, as previously mentioned
in 4.2.3, Laura Loomer (@LauraLoomer) was banned from Twitter and other platforms and claimed
that these bans from “Big Tech” prevented her from reaching her “millions” of followers, damaged
her livelihood, and hindered her political aspirations [116]. On the other hand, in some cases, users
may desire to tell their side of the story regarding their account suspension, such as David Vance
(@DVATW) who was suspended in 2020 for violating Twitter’s rules on hateful content. After his
suspension, he migrated to Parler and alleged that he was targeted by a left-wing mob on Twitter
[96].

From a platform policy standpoint, it has been observed that certain users, upon facing suspen-
sion, actively seek out platforms that offer more lenient policies regarding permissible topics or
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content. For example, Robert W. Malone (@RWMaloneMD) was suspended in late 2021 for sharing
misleading information about COVID-19. In an interview, he argued that “what the media does
not understand is that you can’t suppress information. It’ll find a way to be free”, and subsequently
migrated to Gettr:

“We’ve had all this suppression, and yet we persist... People don’t tolerate this type of
censorship and propaganda that is being pushed on us [80, 115].”

In rare instances, suspended users may resort to migrating to other platforms in order to prevent
impersonation by fake accounts, thereby mitigating potential confusion and related issues for the
public. For example, Pikachu(@TruelndoIogy) took a handle designed to look like a user named
“True Indology”, whose real handle was @tiinexile. This fake account posted death threats against
the real account holder and remained active even after the real account was suspended [53]. These
incidents highlight the significant influence migration objectives can have on users prior to their
actual transition to alternative platforms.

4.3.2 Costs of migration. In the context of user migration to new platforms, the perceived costs
associated with the transition play a crucial role in shaping users’ decisions. Our analysis has
identified three primary types of perceived costs that users consider. The first type of cost is the
cost of learning. When contemplating a migration, users must assess various factors, including the
likelihood of being permanently suspended, strategies for maintaining influence, and the process
of rebuilding social networks. For instance, the case of Marjorie Taylor Greene (@mtgreenee)
highlights the issue of suspension, as she was banned from Twitter for repeatedly violating the
platform’s COVID-19 misinformation policy [4]. As a result, she announced her intention to migrate
to the conservative platform Gettr, where she would be among like-minded individuals [38], and
the “free speech” platform Gab, where there is a lower likelihood of suspension [95].

The second type of cost associated with user migration pertains to the changing affordances of
the platforms themselves. Different platforms may possess distinct attributes or affordances that
can act as barriers for users seeking to migrate, influencing their choice of alternative platforms.
Factors such as audience size, interface design, and functionality play a significant role in shaping
users’ decisions. For example, if a user places a high value on audience size, they will likely remain
on mainstream social media platforms. The case of the account Politics for All (@PoliticsForAll)
illustrates this point, as it was suspended from Twitter for violating the platform’s policies on
manipulation and spam. The account, which provided a “one-stop rapid aggregation service of
mainstream outlets with limited context” had amassed over 450,000 followers and received more
than 80 million views per month prior to its suspension [27, 131]. Given that this account’s success
was closely tied to the huge audience base of mainstream platforms, the account shifted its focus to
posting news to Instagram, another mainstream platform with design attributes — one-directional
following mechanisms and broadcast-style posting — that are similar to Twitter’s [131].

The final type of cost associated with migration is the effort required to rebuild one’s audience.
Even if users are familiar with the new platforms and the platforms themselves are suitable, they
must still rebuild their entire social network and content from scratch. Gettr, for example, promoted
the ability to import content from Twitter. However, Twitter later disabled this feature, making it
more difficult for users to establish themselves on Gettr [2, 79]. In our analysis, we found that these
three elements play a crucial role in influencing suspended users’ decisions on where to migrate and
in the overall process of operating their accounts. Overall, it seems that the costs of migration have
a significant impact on the success of the migration. Users with sufficient motivation to migrate
may choose to do so, but we identified a number of factors that may shape users’ migration choices
and strategies.
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4.4 Factors influencing migration
4.4.1 Preparation: proactive V.S. reactive. We found that many users in our corpus included links
to other social media accounts on their Twitter profiles, allowing their audience to find them on
other platforms. These links could include references to personal websites or social media landing
pages such as Linktree, which in turn connect to other platforms. The two most common types
of links found were to users’ personal websites (60.12%) and Facebook (29.45%). However, only
6.19% of users who migrated to other platforms had zero outlinks in their profiles. By contrast,
79.17% of users who did not migrate to other platforms did not include any outlinks in their profiles.
These findings suggest that users who incorporate links to other social media accounts in their
Twitter profiles may already be active on multiple platforms, indicating a broader online presence
beyond just Twitter. Such links could also signify users’ proactive steps to anticipate or prepare for
potential suspensions, aiming to ensure continuity in audience connectivity. Conversely, users who
do not include outlinks in their profiles may demonstrate a stronger commitment to Twitter as
their primary platform and show a lower propensity for migration to other social media platforms.
This highlights the potential influence of profile outlinks on users’ online behavior and platform
preferences. It is worth noting that by using outlinks such as Linktree, users can provide their
followers with a comprehensive list of all the social media platforms they are using. This can be an
effective way for users to successfully migrate across platforms and regain their audience.

One example is the official Twitter account belonging to the Supreme Leader of Iran, Ali Khamenei
(@KhameneiSite) which was suspended for releasing an animation targeting former US President
Donald Trump in revenge for the assassination of Qasem Soleimani in 2020, a content decision
that Khamenei likely knew would be controversial. The profile of this account includes links
to other social media accounts and a personal website [62, 71]. In contrast, user accounts that
do not anticipate account suspension may find it challenging to guide their audiences to their
new accounts, particularly when responding reactively to a suspension. For example, Li-Meng
Yan (@LiMengYAN119), a Chinese virologist, was suspended for posting misleading COVID-19
information. This account was shut down within two days of its creation, leaving nearly no time
for it to get prepared [84]. We could not find any messages this user left to guide her followers to
other social media platforms.

4.4.2 Destination: mainstream V.S. alternative. Of the 143 suspended influential users included
in our data, we found the average number of migration destinations for users was 2.79. In many
cases, we observed that users tend to migrate to both mainstream and alternative social media
platforms. Approximately 20% of users solely migrated to mainstream platforms, while nearly 10%
solely migrated to alternative platforms. Users who exclusively migrated to alternative platforms
had a tendency to have been suspended from multiple mainstream platforms in addition to Twitter.
Moreover, we noticed that around 20% of suspended users either left social media altogether or
created new identities that we did not identify as the same user (see more details in Table 3). We
also analyzed the proportion of each specific destination among all alternative platforms, and found
that three mainstream social media platforms: Facebook (39.2%), Instagram (38.5%), and YouTube
(36.4%) were the most popular migration destinations. A significant number of users also chose
to migrate back to Twitter (30.8%). Gab (23.8%), Telegram (23.1%), and Gettr (14.7%) followed the
aforementioned four platforms in popularity.
We discovered intriguing trends for users who exclusively migrated to alternative platforms

following their suspension. First, a subset of these users had been suspended from multiple main-
stream platforms. This accumulation of suspensions seems to have influenced their decision to
explore alternative platforms as a new avenue for maintaining an online presence. Second, we
found cases where users announced their migration to less restrictive alternative platforms as a
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Table 3. Permanently Suspended Influential Users’ different migration destinations

Destinations # %

Mainstream social media platforms 29 20.28%
Alternative social media platforms 17 11.89%
Both mainstream and alternative social media platforms 71 49.65%
None 26 18.18%

Fig. 5. Percentage of user’s migration destinations for each alternative platform per year

form of protest against platform bans or restrictions. These users actively sought out platforms that
aligned with their ideologies and positioned themselves as advocates for free expression. Third,
users migrating solely to alternative platforms may have been motivated by a desire to find features
and functionalities similar to those offered by mainstream platforms. They sought alternatives that
could mirror their previous online experiences or provide similar social interactions. These findings
highlight the complex motivations that drive users to exclusively migrate to alternative platforms.
Factors such as multiple suspensions, ideological alignment, and platform features significantly
influenced their choices. Understanding these diverse considerations provides valuable insights into
user behavior and platform migration dynamics. Figure 5 further illustrates this point, showing a
growing trend of users choosing a higher number of alternative platforms as migration destinations
over time.

4.4.3 Reason: clear V.S. unclear. Our analysis revealed that influential users’ understanding of the
reason for their suspension significantly impacts their subsequent actions. Based on our thematic
analysis, when influential users are unaware of why they were suspended, they create a new account
on the original platform at higher rates. Our data show that when the reasons for suspension
are clear, 31.78% of users return to Twitter, whereas in cases where the reasons for suspension
are unclear, 64.29% of users return to Twitter. Additionally, if a user disputes the reason for their
suspension, we found that they are more likely to attempt to return to Twitter. This can be observed
in the case of Daniel Sieradski (@selfagency), who was suspended in 2017 for multiple violations,
but believed the ban could have also resulted from a campaign of harassment by a right-wing user
[67]. This case highlights that even when platforms provide some rationale for content moderation
but don’t fully disclose all reasons, it can create room for rumors, confusion, or even intentional
misinterpretation of the suspension motives. It is worth noting that circumventing a ban on Twitter
violates the platform’s policies. If users disagree with or do not understand the reasons for a
non-permanent suspension, they may try to evade it, leading to a possible permanent suspension.
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Fig. 6. Three kinds of platform organization. The circle represents a social media platform, and the line
between platforms indicates that the user has connected two sites through a link.

Communicating the reasons for suspensions clearly may facilitate users and the public accepting
the suspension, and potentially prevent future suspensions.

4.4.4 Platform organization: centralized, nested and distributed. There is a variety of methods by
which the influential users in our news corpus organize the links between their various social media
accounts. Based on the migration table we created (Figure 3), we analyzed the distribution and
direction of outlinks on different platforms and identified three distinct organizational structures:
centralized, nested, and distributed. In the centralized arrangement, all social media references are
linked to a single location, such as a personal website or Linktree (Figure 6.a). Nearly all of the
suspended influential users in our data utilize their personal websites as the central hubs for their
social media accounts, allowing their followers to potentially follow them to their new migration
locations. For instance, Ed Krassenstein (@EdKrassen) includes links to all of his social media
accounts on his homepage. In the nested arrangement, users’ social media accounts on different
platforms link to one another, producing a “nesting” or chain structure (Figure 6.b). 5.6% of users
organize their platforms in this pattern. Due to the fact that references to other platforms vary
based on the account profile in question, audiences will be sent from one platform to another as
opposed to a central destination. The final structure is a distributed one, in which users neither
centralize a list of other social media profiles nor nest linkages between platforms (Figure 6.c). 4.2%
of users arrange their platforms using this structure. In this strategy, accounts belonging to the
same user are not linked together, even though they are run by the same person.

4.4.5 Time: multiple V.S. once. Based on the account creation dates at users’ migration destinations,
it appears that suspended influential users usually establish new accounts sequentially, rather than
in bulk. This behavior is typical amongst users who are banned from mainstream social media
platforms and subsequently make the move to alternative ones. The time and effort needed to
build a following often discourage users from migrating to multiple alternative platforms all at
once. However, there are exceptions where a small fraction of users do decide to migrate to several
alternative platforms simultaneously. An illustrative case is Anjem Choudary (@anjemchoudary_),
who was suspended from Twitter due to policy violations related to violent organizations and
individuals [134]. Despite numerous unsuccessful attempts to reestablish a presence on Twitter, he
countered further suspensions from various popular sites by concurrently setting up new accounts
on Telegram, Snapchat, Pinterest, and Odysee.

4.4.6 Accounts types: individual V.S. organizational. Our data indicate that some influential users
suspended from Twitter try to return by creating new accounts or leveraging associated accounts,
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such as organizational or official profiles. Among the fifty users who tried to migrate back to Twitter,
only four of them came back with their original accounts (8%), eleven of them were suspended
again (22%), and twenty-one of them returned with their organizational or official accounts (42%).
This suggests that official or organizational accounts may have a lower risk of being suspended.
For example, Marjorie Taylor Greene, a Congresswoman representing Georgia’s 14th congressional
district, had her personal account suspended for multiple violations of Twitter’s COVID-19 misin-
formation policy [4]. However, her official congressional account was not suspended. Additionally,
we have observed a trend in which users who have founded an organization tend to use organiza-
tional accounts, rather than individual accounts, after being suspended in order to remain active
on Twitter. This can be seen in the examples of Anthony Cumia and Meghan Murphy, both of
whom have been suspended for violating the platform’s rules. Anthony Cumia (@AnthonyCumia)
was suspended in 2017 for abusive behavior. He then created several accounts to get around the
initial suspension such as @CompoundBoss and @BoeingMax8, which were suspended as well
[112]. However, his professional show accounts, @CompoundAmerica and @TheCumiaShow, both
remain active, and are primarily used to promote shows. Meghan Murphy (@MeghanEMurphy)
and Feminist Current are another example. Meghan Murphy was suspended for violating rules
about hateful conduct in 2018 [75]. The organizational account sqlulz (@FeministCurrent) was
created in 2021 and remains active on Twitter as of the time of this writing. However, compared to
the 24,004 followers of her individual @MeghanEMurphy account, immediately before suspension,
the organizational account only has 103 followers as of this writing.

4.4.7 Occupation. Finally, we found that influential users’ professions can play a role in their
cross-platform migrations. Politicians whose Twitter accounts have been suspended often use
their personal websites as hubs for their social media presence (83.33%), listing all of their social
media accounts on their websites. Additionally, if they are suspended from mainstream platforms
as well as crowdfunding channels such as PayPal and GoFundMe, these politicians often turn to
their personal websites as a means of receiving donations. Similarly, as previously mentioned,
individuals who lead public organizations tend to migrate to their organizational accounts in order
to continue promoting their cause. Furthermore, there are various professional platforms that can
be used by those who are proficient in a particular field. For example, writers or journalists may
use subscription platforms such as Substack to continue publishing their work.

4.5 Migration modes
The fifth theme in our results is the ways in which influential users migrate. Drawing on the
analysis provided in Section 4.4, we noticed some persistent migration patterns or “migration
modes” — characteristic behavioral patterns that suspended influential users exhibit throughout
their migration journey. These modes offer a nuanced understanding of how these individual
factors are intertwined, culminating in unique strategies for user migration. A visualization of
these migration modes, represented as an interplay of various factors, can be found in Figure 7.
One of the notable migration modes is the “Strategic Mode,” in which users combine proactive

preparation, multiple migration instances, and nesting of social media accounts. Unlike simply
identifying proactive preparation as a factor, this may indicate an intentional plan, by creating a
network of interlinked accounts across platforms. For instance, Shiva Ayyadurai’s case illustrates
this mode, where he constructed a well-knit presence across various platforms before his suspension
in 2017, potentially indicating a premeditated and methodical approach [41].
We also identified a “Responsive Mode” which is characterized by reactive measures and cen-

tralized migration timing. This contrasts with the “Strategic Mode,” as it typically involves users
who were caught unawares by the suspension. They scramble to maintain their online presence by
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Fig. 7. The figure shows the conceptual model of different factors that can influence users’ migration mode.
The lines connecting different levels of factors indicate migration modes. Details about the four migration
modes can be seen in Section 4.5.

immediately moving to alternative platforms. An illustration is Li-Meng Yan (@LiMengYAN119),
who adapted rapidly to maintain her reach [84]. A third mode we observed is the “Diversified
Mode”. This mode is significant among influential users who receive vague or unclear reasons for
their suspension. They seem to cast a wide net by branching out to both mainstream and alternative
platforms, possibly to mitigate the risk of further suspensions.

Finally, the “Centralized-Alternative Mode” is noteworthy among users who mainly migrate to
alternative platforms but centralize their presence by listing all social media accounts in one place.
This may be intended as a pragmatic approach, where users concentrate on alternative platforms
but still aim to reach wide audiences and provide easy access to their various online personas.
Michael Flynn (@GenFlynn) exemplifies this mode, by having a consolidated presence through his
personal website and Linktree page, after being suspended in 2020 [26].

4.6 Announcing migration
In the final phase of the migration process, we noted a crucial step: publicizing the new social media
destination to followers. This step is not just pivotal for audience retention but also functions as a
bridge, connecting influential users’ new accounts with their original and potential audience. In
this section, we dive deeper into the specific communication tactics leveraged by influential users
to announce their migration.

The most prevalent communication strategy employed by influential users is the use of personal
websites as a stable anchor, as described above. These sites frequently serve as a central repository
for their social media links, effectively directing their audience towards other accounts held by the
user. As previously mentioned, these users sometimes use their existing social media platforms or
specialized services, such as Linktree, to create a consolidated hub for all their social media links.
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An exemplar of this strategy is Jared Taylor (@jartaylor) and American Renaissance, which have
amalgamated their social media links into American Renaissance’s Bitchute channel3.

However, it is important to note that these curated lists of social media links provided by users do
not always encompass all of their accounts. Intriguingly, the platforms typically omitted from these
lists are alternative ones. For instance, Naomi Wolf (@naomirwolf) excluded her Gab, Telegram,
and LinkedIn accounts from her list, while Jim Hoft (@gatewaypundit) did not include his Telegram
and Gab accounts. This selective omission is an interesting pattern that we think warrants future
work.

Another common strategy we observed is the use of “traditional” media channels to announce
migration. In these instances, the news of the migration is disseminated via media coverage. This
was evident with Paul Golding (@GoldingBF), whose shift to Gab garnered widespread attention
from various media outlets. Additionally, we identified a more implicit migration announcement
strategy: maintaining username consistency across platforms. This strategy, while seemingly simple,
effectively aids follower retention post-migration by making influential users easily discoverable
across different platforms. However, its feasibility is dependent on username availability and can
pose complications for pseudonymous users. Lastly, a proactive strategy that some influential users
adopt is the “Pre-emptive Redirection” — embedding links to alternative social media accounts in
their profiles before facing any suspension. This strategy differs from simply listing accounts. It is
a strategic measure taken in anticipation of potential suspensions, ensuring a seamless transition
for the audience, who are pre-informed of alternate points of contact.

5 DISCUSSION
Our work here explores the causes and consequences of permanent suspension on Twitter, with a
particular eye to the process of migrating to alternative platforms and the consequences this has for
the broader social media information landscape. We work to contextualize our results above, step
back and discuss a number of key takeaways and associated opportunities for design and future
work.

5.1 The Value of Clarity in Suspension Notifications
Previous research has underscored the advantages of transparency in content moderation, such as
enhancing comprehension and acceptance of the moderation process. Transparency also serves an
educational purpose by helping users grasp the platform’s rules and expectations, thus motivating
them to comply. For instance, Jhaver et al. [59] discovered that participants exhibited negative
attitudes towards their content removals, and the absence of notifications exacerbated their dissat-
isfaction. This finding suggests that community rules and explanations for removals contribute to
perceiving content moderation as fair.
Building upon recent calls by Jhaver et al. [59], Gill et al. [45], Suzor et al. [120], and others,

we emphasize the significance of providing explanations for suspension decisions. Our research
indicates that, particularly in the context of influential users, the general public may have an interest
in suspension explanations too. Our findings demonstrate that even when a platform offers some
information about the reasons behind content moderation, withholding certain details from the
public can facilitate the spread of rumors or misrepresenting the reason for personal ends. In our
data, influential users portrayed this lack of information as leaving them uninformed or creating
suspicion of the platform’s intentions. If this sense of suspicion is pervasive, either because of
eroded trust in the platform or because influential people work to sow suspicion in their audiences,
one consequence is an environment that is conducive to the proliferation of rumors, which may

3https://www.bitchute.com/channel/5Q4sa6rObtGx/
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exacerbate issues of mis- and disinformation [117]. One path to potentially mitigating these risks
is increasing the clarity, accuracy, and precision of suspension decisions, both for the account
holder and potentially for the public. This may serve to help reduce confusion, uncertainty, and the
dissemination of rumors. Others have suggested that failure to explain moderation reasons can
lead to user confusion and uncertainty, cultivating an environment ripe for rumor propagation [59].
In the absence of clear and accurate information regarding moderated content or behaviors, users
may resort to speculation or unverified sources of information, resulting in misinformation and
false narratives. These consequences undermine trust in the platform and its moderation process.

Our results point to a key reason for valuing this kind of transparency — it may deter suspended
influential users from trying to return to the same platform again. When users and the public
receive clear and specific explanations for suspensions, we show that in the majority cases these
influential users migrate to a different platform. This may indicate that being clear about suspension
reasons helps users understand the infraction and accept the suspension as justified. Consequently,
this reduces the likelihood that influential users attempt to circumvent suspensions by creating
new accounts or returning under different identities. Several factors may influence the effectiveness
of transparency in moderation, including the level of detail in the explanation, timing, presentation,
and degree of disclosure. Future research could delve into these factors’ impact on user migration
and other outcomes related to trust and acceptance of moderation. Such insights would be valuable
to platform designers seeking to optimize the clarity and transparency of their moderation processes.
In our study, we observed that rather than being suspended for a single specific reason, many

influential users were found to have either repeatedly violated a single policy or committed
several less severe rule violations before a final, more severe infraction led to their suspension.
Some platform policies specify that users will only be suspended if they repeatedly violate them,
serving as a buffer mechanism, which can serve a dual purpose. On one hand, it prevents the
over-penalization of users who unintentionally violate a policy, allowing for a fair and measured
response. On the other hand, it provides an opportunity to educate and warn users about the
platform’s guidelines. However, our analysis of the news corpus revealed numerous instances in
which users were suspended for multiple violations of the same policy, suggesting that the buffer
may not be effective for the purposes of education and mitigation of continuing infractions. This
indicates the need for continuous evaluation and refinement of buffer mechanisms to effectively
educate users and deter repeated violations.
There may be alternative designs to a similar buffer mechanism that more effectively strike a

balance between accommodating users who unintentionally violate policies and effectively address-
ing deliberate, antisocial behavior. Platforms might consider personalizing how they communicate
policy violations and which techniques they use to help educate people who unintentionally violate
policies. However, not all users who violate multiple policies do so inadvertently. A more tiered
system of consequences for policy violations, or mandating further education about platform ex-
pectations before allowing a user to rejoin, might serve to curtail intentional violations. Our study
suggests a tension between affording leniency to well-intentioned users and effectively preventing
harmful behavior, which we see as a key design consideration. Successfully distinguishing between
accidental infractions made in good faith and deliberate, antisocial conduct presents a significant
challenge [46]. However, if platforms can reliably make this distinction, it could pave the way for
more personalized and effective content moderation responses.

5.2 The Significance of Prioritizing User Migration
When platforms’ permanently suspend users, frequently the action a platform takes stops after
permanent suspension. In one way, this is intuitive, the company running the platform only controls
their platform — their primary goals are to enforce their own policies, create a safe environment
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within their own ecosystem, and focus on engaging and retaining users on their own sites. Of
course, what a user does after being suspended is a difficult thing for a platform to intervene on,
and users might rightfully have surveillance and privacy concerns if platforms were seeking to
extend their influence beyond the point of suspension, and platforms may not even legally have
the authority to pursue such goals.
Our work here complicates this issue, however. After all, a permanent suspension is not the

end of an influential user’s presence online. When platforms ban users for violating community
guidelines or engaging in harmful behavior, the successful migration of these banned users to
alternative platforms may serve to undermine the perception of the banning platform’s effectiveness
in maintaining a safe and healthy environment. Moreover, if suspended users migrate to rival
platforms, it can bring about shifts in user demographics or content trends. Through one lens,
this is the goal — suspending people who are spreading hateful and misleading content from your
platform reduces hateful and misleading content on your platform. It may also reduce the number
of people who participate in the platform primarily because of the suspended account.
Our results show that in many cases, influential users who have been permanently suspended

work hard to retain their public visibility and audience, either by working to return to the original
platform, or by increasing their posting rates and working to regrow their audience elsewhere.
Because permanent suspension from one platform is not the end of a user’s presence online,
permanent suspension does not end the spread of hateful or misleading content, it only ends
the spread of hateful or misleading content on one platform. Our results suggest that permanent
suspension shifts the spread of this kind of content and the growth of these audiences elsewhere.
In other words, this content is not removed from the social media information landscape, merely
moved around the social media information landscape.
Moreover, while shifting harmful or misleading content to alternative, less popular platforms

may help address how this content affects audiences, it does not necessarily address how else this
content may be used. We see it as likely that there may always be audiences for such content, and
this continued interest may not be something that can be solved by a technology platform. However,
AI systems are being trained on social media content today [129], and social media platforms are
choosing to charge very high rates for access to their content through APIs, essentially blocking AI
companies from leveraging the content on their sites [57, 118]. Again, this is somewhat intuitive,
companies may not be able to easily control what happens outside the purview of the platform
they run.
However, we see cause for concern stemming from social media companies that focus solely

on their own platforms, rather than the social media information landscape more broadly. That
is, shifting harmful or toxic influential users elsewhere in the social media information landscape
— through permanent suspension — and subsequently closing off the content on social media
platforms from use as training data, creates a potentially dire situation. The consequences of
permanently suspending influential users ripple across the information landscape, rather than
removing them from it. That same information landscape is used as training data for AI companies,
and shifting harmful and misleading information off of large, increasingly closed platforms, and
into more readily accessible places for gathering training data risks unduly weighting this harmful
and misleading content in the data being used for AI systems like LLMs [40].
Importantly, we do not advocate that platforms merely allow people who spread harmful or

misleading content to remain on their platforms. Moreover, we do not suggest that this means
that AI companies ought to have unfettered access to social media platforms. Rather, we see it as
critical that social media platforms shift their focus away from exclusively their own platforms,
towards a more global view of the broader social media information landscape. What might it mean
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to consider the costs of permanent suspension more broadly? Could platforms learn to recognize
migration and federate suspension decisions?

5.3 Migration is Common, Despite Potential Barriers
In this study, we informed our analysis in part through the lens of social media ecologies, because
permanent suspension does not remove people from the wider social media information landscape,
only from one platform. Our findings complement previous research, which has highlighted that
influential users tend to migrate to other platforms after being banned. [5, 20, 101]. Moreover, our
work helps to fill a gap in prior work by demonstrating that migration is a common phenomenon
that can have significant implications for platform usage and user engagement. Our findings suggest
that social media platforms should take into account the impact of permanent suspensions on other
platforms, and the ways in which these suspensions may affect the overall internet ecosystem.
While previous research has evaluated the effectiveness of permanent suspension on the original
platform [19, 60], and some studies have attempted to understand user behavior changes on an
alternative platform after being permanently suspended [5]. Our findings of common migration
patterns suggest that future evaluations of the effectiveness of permanent suspension should take
a holistic view of users’ social media ecology, consider users’ migration maps, and include users’
migration routes and behavioral changes as evaluation metrics, in order to fully comprehend the
full range of consequences of this moderation strategy.
Moreover, our results indicate that most influential users choose to migrate in response to

suspension, suggesting that, despite the potential loss of audience or other detrimental consequences,
most influential users deem the benefits of migration to outweigh the downsides [101]. In recent
years, the emergence of alternative platforms, in some cases specifically designed as a replacement
for certain users, may help to minimize the costs of migration by facilitating the transition process
and reducing the learning curve for users. In fact, some alternative platforms have large user
bases of their own, which can also help minimize the risk of audience loss, depending on the
degree of overlap in audiences between platforms [139]. Our findings also reveal that a significant
number of influential users link to different social media platforms from their profiles, seemingly in
preparation for potential suspension, which may further mitigate the cost of audience loss. Given
these conditions, it seems that users commonly see migration as a worthwhile endeavor after
being permanently suspended, enabling them to continue engaging in effective self-presentation,
reaching and communicating with their imagined audiences, all while potentially benefiting from
more relaxed platform norms in some cases.

Consequently, our work emphasizes the importance of understanding and addressing the contex-
tual factors that contribute to user migration after permanent suspension. We view our results as
beginning to characterize the contextual behavioral patterns of cross-platform migrations, in order
to inform the design of alternative barriers to easy cross-platform migration. We see continuing to
understand the contexts of migration, the mechanisms that influential users leverage to prepare for
migration, and the influential sociotechnical approaches that ease or create barriers to migration as
important directions for continued research.

5.4 Mitigating Cross-Platform Migration Harms
Our results suggest that an important technique for migrating to other platforms seems to be leaving
a train of nested links to other platforms across multiple social media accounts. This proactive
approach seems intended to help audiences follow influential users to new platforms, in case the
account is suspended. In addition, we also find that migration rates to alternative platforms are
gradually increasing. Indeed, we find that influential users make proactive preparations create new
accounts on other platforms one by one, actively nesting links to other platforms in their social
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media profiles, seemingly with the goal of having a ready-made audience on a new social media
account shortly after being suspended. These findings, taken together, suggest a design opportunity
as well. It may be possible to detect, and intervene on, this behavior. For instance, it may be fruitful
to simply consider disabling links in user profiles for users who have a track record of violating
platform policies. This would serve as a way to limit the ability to prepare for a suspension by
preemptively pointing audiences elsewhere. More broadly, computationally recognizing these
modes of migration would enable platforms to predict users’ migration trajectories before and after
suspension, which might enable a more cohesive cross-platform approach to suspension, and may
help reduce the harms of suspended users migrating toxicity to other platforms. Future research
could also investigate the possibilities of collaboration among different social media platforms.
This could include sharing information of problematic users and content or establishing similar
content policies to prevent the transfer of issues from one platform to another. We also see other
potential low-hanging fruit interventions that increase barriers to migration while a person is
still on a platform. For instance, limiting the ability to export data from one platform to another
may serve as a migration hindrance. Of course, it also limits the flexibility of what non-migrating,
non-policy-violating users could do with their data if applied too broadly, and applying such a
policy universally may even be illegal in some jurisdictions.

5.5 Eradicating Harmful Content: Moving Beyond Permanent Suspension
Our findings illuminate the intricate nature of user migration strategies and announcement meth-
ods, particularly among influential users. Importantly, we observe that permanent suspension,
as a content moderation measure, can inadvertently facilitate the dissemination of harmful con-
tent, thereby undermining the effectiveness of content moderation. Our study uncovers several
migration strategies employed by influential users, as well as their methods of announcing such
migrations. Future research should further analyze the consequences of these migrations on the
communities that influential users abandon, the new communities they integrate into, and the
possibility of exacerbating harmful content in different environments. This trajectory of research
is likely fruitful for the design of strategies to curb the adverse effects of such migrations. One
interesting facet of this trajectory is also focusing on the psychological and societal ramifications
of these migrations, especially concerning influential users, which may help develop additional
insight into how these migrations sculpt online communities, discourse, and the broader social
media information landscape.

Additionally, it is imperative to consider content moderation within a broader context. Previous
research has predominantly categorized permanent suspension as a punitive measure and acknowl-
edged the inherent limitations of such punitive content moderation approaches. As an alternative,
some scholars have advocated for educational strategies to encourage improved user behavior
and adherence to community guidelines [59, 85]. Moreover, researchers have recommended that
platforms and community managers establish transparent guidelines, provide explanations for
content removal, and utilize automated tools [45, 61, 68, 78, 108, 120]. Notably, Kou [70] accentuated
the negative effects of permanent suspensions within gaming communities, instead advocating for a
more restorative approach that accounts for context, relationships, and the specific circumstances of
individual cases as a superior strategy in mitigating toxicity. Others have proposed the adoption of
restorative justice principles or subsidiarity as a means of achieving a balanced approach to context
and content management in online communities [52, 137]. We see ideas like restorative justice and
related principles as a compelling alternative vision for the social media information landscape.
Engaging users in a discourse that emphasizes the ramifications of their content, fostering reflec-
tion, and facilitating resolutions or reparations may present a more fruitful approach compared
to immediate punitive measures, and may even diminish users inclinations to migrate off of the
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platform in question. Furthermore, it is essential to recognize cultural and regional heterogeneity in
content moderation and user behavior. The application of a universal content moderation strategy
across diverse cultures and regions is inherently fraught with challenges, many of which arise from
a lack of sensitivity to local and cultural contexts [46, 113, 126]. Future research on culturally- and
regionally-contextual content moderation is likely fruitful, and points to another setting in social
computing systems where local knowledge and context are likely critical for success [66].

5.6 Ethical Considerations of our Work
Our work here relies on second-hand news reports and archival collections of social media content
on the web that has been removed by the platforms themselves. Using this type of data for research
warrants a high level of sensitivity and ethical interrogation — after all, this kind of content is
usually removed for violating community guidelines, and accessing such content through the web
archives may raise questions about privacy and ethical research practices. Here, we reflect on and
unpack the ethical considerations in our work.
In our work, we intentionally focused on the behavioral migration patterns of the influential

users post-suspension, rather than delving deeply into the content itself, that led to their suspension.
Moreover, we operationalized the news articles in our corpus as reports on suspension events and
collected basic information about suspended accounts through the Wayback Machine. By focusing
on these event-driven and behavioral metrics, we sought to avoid the dissemination of sensitive,
removed content, and to maintain a non-judgmental perspective to ensure that our work does not
contribute to the further spread of the problematic content.
Broadly, as researchers, we pursue research trajectories and topics that serve a greater public

interest, and we see studying our study here as reflective of those goals. By studying the migration
patterns of influential users after permanent suspensions, we hope to inform the design of more
holistic and effective content moderation strategies to benefit both specific online communities,
individual platforms, and the broader social media information landscape.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explore the consequences of permanently suspending influential users on Twitter
and evaluate how suspension affects users’ behavior within their own social media ecologies
and across the social media information landscape. We apply thematic analysis to explore the
context around and consequences of influential users’ permanent suspension. Because permanent
suspension signifies the end of a user’s online presence on that platform, migration is a common
reaction, and migration to alternative platforms is growing over time. We also explore variables
that can influence users’ migration modes and observe several kinds of migration modes. This
observation suggests an opportunity to proactively identify users’ migration trajectories, thus
helping platforms make permanent suspension decisions and reduce the harms of migration.
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A RULES OF TWITTER PERMANENT SUSPENSION

Table 4. Rules of permanent suspension[125]

Level-1 Level-2 Behavior that can lead to permanent suspension

Safety

Violent threats Statements of an intent to kill or inflict serious physi-
cal harm on a specific person or group of people

Glorification of violence Glorifying, celebrating, praising or condoning violent
crimes, violent events where people were targeted
because of their membership in a protected group, or
the perpetrators of such acts

Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Level-1 Level-2 Behaviors that can lead to permanent suspension

Violent organizations Affiliating with or promoting the illicit activities of a
terrorist organization or violent extremist group

Child sexual exploitation Any content that depicts or promotes child sexual
exploitation

Abusive behaviors1 Behaviors that harasses or intimidates, or is otherwise
intended to shame or degrade others

Hateful conduct1 Abuse motivated by hatred, prejudice or intolerance,
particularly abuse that seeks to silence the voices of
those who have been historically marginalized (in-
cluding women, people of color, lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, transgender, queer, intersex, asexual individuals,
marginalized and historically underrepresented com-
munities)

Perpetrators of violent
attacks

Individual perpetrators of terrorist, violent extremist,
or mass violent attacks

Suicide and self-harm Repeatedly promoting or encouraging suicide or self-
harm, or dedicated to promoting or encouraging self-
harm or suicide

Sensitive media Repeatedly posting live photos and profiles images
about graphic violence, adult content, and hateful
imagery, or dedicated to posting graphic violence,
adult content, hateful imagery, violent sexual conduct
and gratuitous gore.

Illegal or certain regu-
lated goods or services

Repeatedly selling, buying, or facilitating transactions
in illegal goods or services, as well as certain types of
regulated goods or services or dedicated to the sale
of illegal or regulated goods and/or services

Privacy Private information and
media

Repeatedly sharing private information (such as home
address, identity documents etc.)

Non-consensual nudity Posting or sharing intimate photos or videos of some-
one that were produced or distributed without their
consent

Authenticity

Platform manipulation
and spam

Severely and artificially amplifying or suppressing
information or engaging in behavior that manipulates
or disrupts people’s experience on Twitter (such as
using any of the tactics described on this page to
undermine the integrity of elections, buying/selling
accounts, creating accounts to replace or mimic a
suspended account)

Civic Integrity Sharing content about manipulating or interfering in
elections or other civic processes, and the number of
strikes caused by violating this policy is over 5

Continued on next page
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Table 4 – continued from previous page
Level-1 Level-2 Behaviors that can lead to permanent suspension

Misleading and Decep-
tive Identities1

Engaging in impersonation or using a misleading or
deceptive fake identity

Synthetic and manipu-
lated media1

Sharing harmful misleading narratives that violate
the synthetic and manipulated media policy

Copyright and trade-
mark

Repeatedly violating others’ intellectual property
rights, including copyright and trademark

Parody, commentary,
and fan account1

Depicting another person, group, or organization in
account profile to discuss, satirize, or share informa-
tion about that entity, and make insufficient edits to
the profile after the first warning.

Coordinated harmful ac-
tivity

Using specific, detectable techniques of platform ma-
nipulation to engage in the artificial inflation or prop-
agation of a message or narrative on Twitter

Distribution of hacked
materials

Account directly operated by hackers, hacking groups,
or people acting for or on behalf of such hackers, and
engaging in the direct distribution of hackedmaterials

COVID-19 misleading in-
formation

False affiliation: If the account is determined to mis-
represent their affiliation, or share content that falsely
represents its affiliation as a medical practitioner, pub-
lic health official or agency, research institution, or
that falsely suggests expertise on COVID-19 issues.
Repeated Violations: If the account repeatedly violates
the COVID-19 misinformation policy over a 30-day
time period, or if the account has been set up for the
expressed purpose of Tweeting false or misleading
information about COVID-19.

Ban evasion Circumventing a Twitter enforcement action (such
as a permanent suspension) by creating accounts or
repurposing existing accounts to replace or mimic a
suspended account

1 Violators’ penalty will be determined by a number of factors including, but not limited to, the
severity of the violation and the violators’ previous records of rule violations.
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